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Abstract—The rise of recycled ICs in the critical infrastructures causes a major concern to the government and industry because these chips exhibit lower performance and have shorter remaining useful life. The detection of these ICs becomes extremely challenging, when they are in the supply chain. It is necessary to power up a chip at a distributor’s site to measure different electrical parameters for verifying whether it is used before. However, this can be challenging as many of the distributors may not be equipped with proper test infrastructures. Moreover, the reliability of authentic chips may be reduced if they have been removed from the packaging boxes for testing purposes. In this paper, we propose a robust and low-cost solution for enabling the traceability of an IC. The proposed solution builds a chain of trust among the manufacturer, distributors, and system integrator by enabling end-to-end traceability from manufacturing to system integration and provide protection against IC recycling. The proposed solution utilizes a small passive radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag, which needs to be placed on the package. Any entity in the supply chain can verify the authenticity of a chip using a commercial RFID reader.

Index Terms—Electronic component supply chain, recycled ICs, RFID tag, digital signature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous growth of counterfeit integrated circuits (ICs) in electronics supply chain calls for an immediate solution as they pose serious threats to our critical infrastructures due to their inferior quality. Information Handling Services Inc. reported that counterfeit ICs represent a potential annual risk of $169 billion to the global electronics supply chain, and continues to increase in recent years [1]. These counterfeit ICs can be categorized into seven distinct types, such as, recycled, remarked, defective/out-of-spec, overproduced, cloned, forged documentation, and tampered types. Among all these different counterfeit categories, recycled ICs account for almost 80% of all reported counterfeit incidents [2]. The deployment of these recycled chips in a critical infrastructure would be catastrophic as they exhibit lower performance and shorter remaining useful lifetime than a newly manufactured IC [3]. In addition, the crude recycling process that consists of removal of the ICs from printed circuit boards (PCBs) under extremely high temperature, followed by sanding, repackaging and Remarkable could potentially create many defects and anomalies [2], [4]. Moreover, the recycling process may also create latent defects that can pass initial acceptance testing by original equipment manufacturers (OEM) but are susceptible to failure in the field [2].

The detection and avoidance approaches for recycled ICs are broadly classified into five different categories. First, there are several standards (e.g., AS6171, AS5553, AS6081, CCAP-101, and IDEA-STD-1010) in practice, which recommend different physical and electrical tests for the detection purpose [5]–[9]. The goal of these tests is to identify defects and anomalies present in recycled chips. However, excessive test times, test costs, low detection capability, and lack of automation make the detection of recycled ICs extremely challenging. Second, different solutions have been proposed, which are based on statistical data analysis [10]–[15]. However, these solutions provide limited accuracy when the chips are used for a short period. In addition, these schemes require authentic samples to train the model, which may be difficult to acquire from the market. Third, on-chip sensors have been proposed as an alternative to the conventional test methods [16]–[21]. Unfortunately, these solutions can provide lower accuracy when the process variations outpace aging degradation. Fourth, image processing is also used to detect recycled ICs [22], [23]. However, their effectiveness depends on the availability of authentic chips. Finally, DNA markings are commercially available to provide traceability for electronic parts [24]. However, a complex authentication process, excessive implementation, and test cost have made its application limited in practice [25].

The solution proposed in [26] is resistant to process variation, and it can detect recycled ICs very accurately even though it has been used for a very small amount of time. Due to the complex nature of the electronics supply chain, the ICs travel through many distributors (trusted and untrusted [5], [6]) before being deployed to a system. To determine a chip whether it is recycled at a distributor’s site, it is required to power up a chip and measure the ring oscillator frequency. This can be challenging as the distributors may not have the proper test infrastructures. Moreover, accessing individual chip (removal it from the packaging and then place in the tester) may create additional defects. Thus, it is a mandatory requirement for a distributor to verify the authenticity of a chip without powering it up.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- The core of the proposed structure is to utilize a small radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag that contains a small non-volatile memory (NVM) to be placed on the package. The chip needs to be equipped with a ring oscillator (RO) and an electronic chip ID (ECID). We propose to store the registration data that consists of the
RO frequency and the frequency measurement conditions in the tag. A digital signature, which is computed on the registration data (RD) and ECID, also needs to be stored in the tag to prevent tampering with the RD. Recycled ICs can be detected by comparing the RO frequencies, stored in the tag with measured values from the chip.

- The solution sets up a chain of trust among the distributors and empowers them to verify the identity of all prior distributors, who have possessed an IC. We use the concept of blockchain, which was originated from the cryptocurrency system Bitcoin [27] to develop our proposed solution. We believe this is the first approach to enable traceability for chips using RFID, while they travel through the supply chain. The end user can uniquely identify the complete route of a chip by verifying the RFID tag content. Any modification or tampering with the RFID tag data can easily be detected as they are protected using digital signatures.

- Our proposed solution enables a distributor to verify the authenticity of a chip without powering it up. This is a significant improvement compared with the traditional barcode-based tracking [28], which can easily be cloned or tampered. We believe that this is the first approach that enables verification at a distributor’s site without powering up the chips.

Note that our proposed solution cannot address the detection of tampering, which may happen at a malicious distributor’s site. Addressing of tampering is beyond the scope of this paper as it may require a different set of techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the prior process variation resilient approach for the detection of recycled ICs. Section III introduces our proposed solution for enabling end-to-end traceability of ICs in the supply chain. Security analysis is performed in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. PRIOR PROCESS VARIATION RESILIENT APPROACH

The solution proposed in [26] utilizes a ring oscillator and a non-volatile memory, where – (i) the registration data (RD) that consists of the frequency (\(C_0\)) of an RO and the conditions (e.g., supply voltage (\(V_0\)), temperature (\(T_0\)), and duration (\(t_{D0}\)) for the frequency measurement), and (ii) a digital signature (\(Sig(H_d)\)) on data \(d\) that consists of RD and electronic chip ID (ECID) are stored. ECID provides a unique identification to each chip. It generally includes the X-Y locations of a die in the wafer, lot information, wafer number, binning information, speed grade, etc. for traceability purposes [29]. This ECID value can be accessed using ECIDCODE instruction defined in Std 1149.1 [30]. Note that ECID is the unique identification for a chip, not the RFID device. The detection requires the verification of the signature to detect tampering with the NVM content and the comparison between the measured and stored frequencies. This approach helps to detect recycled ICs used as little as a day with a very low-cost measurement unit.

Figure 1 shows the structure proposed in [26] for detecting recycled ICs. It consists of an RO and an NVM. This RO can be selected from one of the process monitors [31]–[33] currently used in modern chips. The output of this RO can be made available using an existing primary output (PO) through multiplexing primarily to reduce the pin count. A counter and a timer are required to measure the RO frequency. One can also use the existing on-chip counter and timer for the frequency measurement. Test access port and boundary-scan architecture [30] can be used to access the NVM content. The solution requires to generate the digital signature and then program it into the NVM during the registration phase. The identity of the chip is verified during the authentication phase.

Figure 1: Prior process variation resilient on-chip structure for detecting recycled ICs [26].

A. Registration Process

The registration phase starts after the chips are manufactured and tested for defects. Only the defect-free chips go through the registration process. During this phase, the frequency of the ring oscillator is measured by using a low-cost measurement unit. Next, the digital signature is constructed on the sensor data. Finally, they are programmed into an NVM. The steps are described as follows:

1) Ring oscillator data (RD) is constructed by concatenating counter value and measurement conditions.

\[ RD = \{C_0||T_0||V_0||t_{D0}\} \]

2) Data (\(d\)) is constructed by concatenating RD and ECID.

\[ d = \{RD||ECID\} \]

3) The digital signature (\(Sig(H_d)\)) is constructed on the hash of \(d\) with the original component manufacturer (OCM)’s private key. This secure private key is only available to the OCM.

\[ H_d = hash(d) \]

\[ Sig(H_d) = K^-(H_d) \]

where, \(hash()\), \(K^-\) represent a secure hash algorithm (SHA-2/SHA-3 [34]), private key, and the encryption function (RSA or ECC [35]), respectively.

4) The oscillator data RD, and the digital signature Sig\((H_d)\) are stored in the NVM of the chip.
B. Authentication Process

The authentication process can be described as the process of verifying the authenticity of a device. It can be straightforward and performed by the system integrator or end user with a very low-cost measurement set-up, which has to be equipped with a counter and a timer (see details in [26]).

During this phase, it is necessary to read the ECID and NVM content from the chip. The signature comparison is performed to verify the integrity of the NVM content. At the end of the authentication process, the age of the chip is determined by comparing the stored RO frequency with the measured RO frequency. The steps are described as follows:

1) The NVM content that consists of the ring oscillator data \((RD)\) and digital signature \((Sig(H_d))\) of the chip under authentication, and the ECID value are read. The data \((d)\) is now constructed by concatenating \(RD\) and \(ECID\).

\[
d = \{ RD \} || ECID \}
\]

2) A hash \((H_d)\) is computed on \(d\), and another hash \((H_d')\) is recovered from the signature \((Sig(H_d))\).

\[
H_d' = K^+(Sig(H_d))
\]

where, \(K^+\) represents the public key.

3) The computed hash \((H_d)\) and the recovered hash \((H_d')\) are tested for any mismatch. Any mismatch indicates the tampering of the NVM content by an adversary, and the chip will be flagged as recycled.

4) If the hashes match perfectly, the measurement parameters during registration \((T_0, V_0,\) and \(t_{D0})\) are extracted from the ring oscillator data \((RD)\).

5) The RO clock cycle count \((C_0')\) is measured using parameters \(t_{D0}, T_0\), and \(V_0\).

6) The difference between the measured clock cycle count \((C_0')\) and the registration clock cycle count \((C_0)\) is calculated. If the difference is greater than the precision of the counter (measurement error), the chip will be identified as recycled.

III. PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH FOR COMBATING IC RECYCLING

The solution proposed in Figure 1 can detect recycled ICs accurately even though they have been used for a short period of time. However, it is necessary to power up the chip when an entity in the supply chain wants to verify whether it has been used before or not. Note that a chip travels through many distributors, which some can be untrusted, before being deployed to a system. It can be challenging for many distributors to adopt the solution proposed in [26], as they may not have the proper test infrastructures. Besides, access to individual chips may be infeasible as unpackaging may create many defects and anomalies from improper handling.

Figure 2 shows our proposed design, where the chip is equipped with an RFID tag. We propose to move the on-chip NVM contents, such as, the registration data, the signature, and other information (see Section III-A) to an RFID tag. The die of a chip only contains the ring oscillator to determine the age, whereas, the RFID tag can be placed in the package during the packaging stage of the manufacturing process for enabling traceability of chips in the supply chain. Note that a similar effort to integrate RFID in the chip is ongoing by Supply Chain Hardware Integrity for Electronics Defense (SHIELD) initiative by DARPA [36].

Figure 2: Proposed design for enabling traceability of ICs in the Supply Chain for combating against recycling.

In recent years, RFID tags are widely used for the traceability in the supply chain. There are two basic types of RFID tags in use: passive and active tags. For active RFID tags, the tag’s lifetime may be limited by the energy stored in the integrated battery. On the other hand, passive tags are more popular due to lower size, cost, and longer lifetime. As these tags do not require a battery, they can be small enough to put into a label attached on the product. Even though the RFID solution provides flexibility for device identification, its contents are vulnerable to unwanted modifications. Our solution provides protection against it as the contents are digitally signed.

A. Proposed Approach for Enabling Traceability of ICs

The traceability of a component in the supply chain can be achieved by creating a chain of trust among the manufacturer, distributors, and the user of these chips. We use the concepts of the blockchain, which was introduced in the Bitcoin cryptocurrency system by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [27]. Bitcoin uses a hash-based block structure, and a consensus algorithm denoted as Proof-of-Work (PoW) to achieve decentralization. We do not need a consensus algorithm for the traceability purposes as the endpoints of the component supply chain are trusted, and chips are the transactions. As a result, the concern for double-spending will never arise. In the supply chain, the manufacturers of chips are treated as trusted (see General Requirements of the Standard AS6171 [5]), as there is no motivation for a manufacturer to recycle chips and send them into the market as new. In addition, the end-users (e.g., Honeywell, NASA, Boeing, etc.) of the chips are also considered as trusted as they are suffered from recycled chips. Thus, our objective here is to identify a recycled (used and old) chip that enters into the supply chain through untrusted distributors.
Figure 3 shows the proposed flow for enabling traceability of ICs in electronic component supply chain. First, the manufacturer reads the RO frequency ($C_0$) once the chip is free from manufacturing defects. The parameters during the measurement process (e.g., supply voltage ($V_0$), temperature ($T_0$), and duration ($t_{D0}$)) are also recorded. The data ($d$) is constructed by concatenating these parameters with the ECID, where $d = \{C_0||V_0||T_0||t_{D0}|ECID\}$. A cryptographically secure hash ($H_M$) is computed on $d$ and the ID of the first distributor (e.g., public key of $D_1$, $K_D^M$). A digital signature ($\text{Sig}_M$) is then computed on $H_M$. The manufacturer updates the RFID tag memory with $\{d, K_D^M, \text{Sig}_M\}$ using a commercial RFID reader, and later ships the chip to the distributor, $D_1$. Second, the distributor $D_1$ first reads the RFID content using a commercially available RFID reader once it receives the chips from the manufacturer. It then verifies the integrity of the RFID content. If the verification passes, $D_1$ creates a hash ($H_{D1}$) on the previous stage’s hashes and signatures, and next distributor’s public ID (e.g., $K_D^{D_1}$). It then computes the signature ($\text{Sig}_{D1}$) on $H_{D1}$, updates the RFID with $K_D^{D_1}$, $\text{Sig}_{D1}$, and sends the chip to the next distributor ($D_2$), which also performs the same steps as $D_1$. Finally, the system integrator (SI) verifies the entire RFID content and constructs the complete trace. Once the chip has been placed into a system, SI updates the RFID memory with its own signature to certify that it has been deployed.

Note that the IDs of different manufacturers, distributors, and system integrators (users) are required to be stored in a secure database and can be accessed through a trusted website such that one cannot tamper these IDs. One can also store the certificates [37] in the RFID, however, it may require larger tag memory space.

Figure 4 shows our proposed approach for enabling traceability in the supply chain. The proposed approach consists of three stages - (1) read RFID content, (2) verify RFID content, and (3) update RFID content. Note that the manufacturer only performs the update operation, as there are no prior entities in the supply chain and it is not required to verify RFID content.

1) Read RFID Content: The first step is to extract the information stored in the RFID tag. This can be performed through a commercial RFID reader without powering a chip.

2) Verify RFID Content: The distributor needs to perform signature verification for all prior stages starting from the OCM. Note that each row in the memory contains the public key of distributor $i$. A hash ($H_M$) is computed based on $d$ and the public key of distributor 1. A hash ($H_{M}^*$) will be recovered from the signature by using the following equation:

$$H_{M} = \text{hash}(d||K_D^{D_1})$$

where, $\text{hash}(.)$ represents a secure hash function (e.g., SHA-2 or SHA-3 [34]). Similarly, a hash ($H_{M}^*$) will be recovered from the signature by using the following equation:

$$H_{M}^* = K_D^{M}(\text{Sig}_M)$$

where, $K_D^{M}$ is the public key from the OCM. The integrity is verified by comparing $H_{M}$ with $H_{M}^*$. Note that the IDs of different manufacturers, distributors, and system integrators (users) are required to be stored in a secure database and can be accessed through a trusted website such that one cannot tamper these IDs. One can also store the certificates [37] in the RFID, however, it may require larger tag memory space.
computed on previous stage hash value $H_{j-1}$, signature $\text{Sig}_{j-1}$, and the public key $K^+_{j+1}$ using Equation 3.

$$H_j = \text{hash}(H_{j-1}||\text{Sig}_{j-1}||K^+_{j+1}) \quad (3)$$

Similarly, another hash value $H^*_j$ is recovered from the signature by using following equation.

$$H^*_j = K^+_{j}(\text{Sig}_j) \quad (4)$$

The verification will pass if $H_j = H^*_j$, $j$ will be increased by 1, and stay at Step 2. Any mismatch of the computed hash value and recovered hash value will give an indication that RFID content is tampered and the chip will be flagged as recycled, and the corresponding distributor will be identified. In addition, distributor, $D_{i-1}$ can also be charged for promoting recycled ICs, as either it does not perform the verification when it acquired the chips from $D_{i-2}$ or deliberately falsified the authentication results. Note that the end-user or the system integrator will also follow the same verification process as $D_i$.

The authenticity of a device can be ensured by verifying its identity. At every stage (different distributors and the $SI$), the verification of a device ID is performed. The data $d$ contains an electronic chip ID (See Equation 5), which is unique to every device. The manufacturer (considered trusted in our threat model) provides its digital signature to certify ECID. Any tampering of $d$ can be detected at any stages ($D_1$ through $SI$).

3) Update RFID Content: In this phase, all entities in the supply chain write data into the RFID memory. As the manufacturer is the first entity in the supply chain and trusted, the content directly written by the OCM should be authentic and verified. On the other hand, the distributors and system integrator only update the RFID memory, once the chip passes the verification as described above. The manufacturer writes the data $d$, its public key ($K^+_{M}$), and signature ($\text{Sig}_M$) into the RFID tag memory.

The update process for the manufacturers can be described as follows:

- Step 1: The data ($d$) is constructed by concatenating the RO cycle count ($C_0$) with measurement conditions (e.g., temperature ($T_0$), supply voltage ($V_0$) and duration ($t_{D0}$), and electronic chip ID ($ECID$).

$$d = \{C_0||T_0||V_0||t_{D0}||ECID\} \quad (5)$$

- Step 2: A secure hash is computed based on $d$ and the public key of the first distributor ($K^+_{D1}$).

$$H_M = \text{hash}(d||K^+_{D1}) \quad (6)$$

- Step 3: The signature of the manufacturer is computed on $H_M$.

$$\text{Sig}_M = K^-_{M}(H_M) \quad (7)$$

where, $K^-_M$ is the private key of the manufacturer.

- Step 4: Finally, the manufacturer writes the data $\{d, K^+_{M}, \text{Sig}_M\}$ into the RFID and distributes the chip into the supply chain.

The update process for the distributors is described as follows:

- Step 1: $D_i$ reads the entire RFID memory to construct the data ($d_i$) for hash computation.

$$d_i = \{\text{Hash}(d(d||K^+_{D1})||\text{Sig}_M||K^+_{D2})||\text{Sig}_{D1}||...||K^+_{Dn})||\text{Sig}_{Dn-1}\} \quad (8)$$

- Step 2: A secure hash is computed on $d_i$ and the public key of the $(i+1)^{th}$ distributor ($K^+_{Di+1}$).

$$H_{Di} = \text{hash}(d_i||K^+_{Di+1}) \quad (9)$$

- Step 3: The signature of $D_i$ is computed on $H_{Di}$.

$$\text{Sig}_{Di} = K^-_{Di}(H_{Di}) \quad (10)$$

- Step 4: Finally, the distributor appends $\{K^+_{Di}, \text{Sig}_{Di}\}$ to the RFID and sends the chips to the next distributor or system integrator.

Finally, the update process for the $SI$ can be described as follows:

- Step 1: $SI$ reads the entire RFID memory to construct the data ($d_{SI}$) for hash computation.

$$d_{SI} = \{\text{Hash}(...(d(d||K^+_{D1})||\text{Sig}_M||K^+_{D2})||\text{Sig}_{D1}||...||K^+_{Dn})||\text{Sig}_{Dn}\} \quad (11)$$
### B. Approach for Verification of the Prior Usage of an IC

This proposed solution enables a chain of trust among the distributors. Anyone in the supply chain can verify the identity of chips without powering them on. However, the final verification, whether a chip is used before or not, is performed at the system integrator’s site. Figure 5 shows the verification of the prior usage of an IC by the SI. Once the complete route of an IC in the supply chain is verified, the SI powers up the chip to measure the RO frequency.

The measurement conditions \((T_0, V_0)\) are first set up to measure the RO clock cycle count \((C_0^*)\) with the fixed time interval \((t_D^0)\). These measurement parameters are reconstructed from the data \(d = \{C_0 || T_0 || V_0 || t_D || ECID\}\), which is present at the 1st row of the RFID memory. The difference between the measured clock cycle count \((C_0)\) and the registration clock cycle count \((C_0^*)\) is calculated. If the difference is greater than the precision of the counter (measurement error, \(\Delta\)), the chip is identified as recycled, otherwise, as new. The same setup (e.g., a timer and a counter) presented in Figure 1 can be used for the measurement, and the details can be found in [26].

### IV. ANALYSIS

This section focuses on the implementation details and the attack analysis of our proposed solution for providing traceability of chips in the supply chain.

#### A. Implementation Details

We have implemented our proposed scheme using a commercial off-the-shelf RFID tag (MIFARE Classic [38]). Figure 6 shows the experimental setup for implementing our proposed solution. We choose a very low-cost RFID reader (MFRC522 RFID module [39]) to read and update the RFID tag memory.

A Raspberry Pi 3 with 1.2 GHz quad-core CPU and 1GB RAM, which controls the read/write data, is used to interface the RFID reader. Here the SRAM chip is treated as the circuit under test. Furthermore, in the future, we plan to fabricate chips with RFID tags placed in the package. We use M2Crypto [40], crypto, and SSL toolkit for Python, to compute and then verify Elliptic Curve Digital Signatures. The distributor IDs and digital signatures are loaded into the MIFARE RFID tag using the MFRC522 RFID module. Note that the Laundry MIFARE Classic RFID tag has an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) of 1K Bytes, where we store the trace for different distributors. In the MIFARE Laundry Classic 1K RFID tag, there are 16 sectors, and each sector consists of 4 blocks of 16 bytes each.

The memory space required to store one distributor (and the manufacturer) is determined as follows:

- The data \((d)\) can be of 174 bits \((T_0\) of 10 bits, \(V_0\) of 10 bits, \(C_0\) of 32 bits, \(t_D\) of 10 bits, and \(ECID\) of 112 bits [29]).
- A distributor (manufacturer) ID can be of 20 bits, which can represent 2^20 distinct entities. Note that it is not necessary to store the public keys \((K^+)\) in the RFID due to its resource (low memory) constraints. We can store unique public IDs of the manufacturer and the distributors instead. It is necessary to maintain a website from which one can find the public keys for different manufacturers, distributors, and system integrators using this public ID.
- ECDSA signature (SECP-256R1 ECDSA [41]) can be of 512-bits. We chose SHA256 to hash the data. We used the M2Crypto library [40] in python to create the hash and digital signature. Here the signature is combined with 10 bytes of cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to protect the integrity of the signature from unintended modification, such as, noise.

Combining all these bits, we need 5 blocks in the RFID tag memory to store the trace for one distributor or the system integrator. For the manufacturer, we need to store the data \((d)\) along with its ID and signature, which requires 7 blocks.
We can store relevant information for one manufacturer, one system integrator, and seven distributors, when we use this RFID tag.

Note that we do not need to add one tag per chip, and it is not necessary to attach this tag into the package as long as they travel together in the supply chain. One can add only one RFID tag for a small batch of chips. One only needs to measure all the frequencies and then construct the data ($d = \{C^{(1)}_0||C^{(2)}_0||...||V_0||T_0||D_0||ECID(1)||ECID(2)||...||ECID(n)\}$) and then store the signature ($Sig_M$) into the RFID tag. Here, $C^{(i)}_0$ and $ECID^{(i)}$ are the RO frequency and $ECID$ of the $i$th chip, respectively.

B. Attack analysis

In this section, we present different attack scenarios against our proposed solution and assess the resistivity of the proposed architecture under such attacks.

1) Tampering with the RFID Content: In this attack, an adversary tampers with the RFID content using an RFID reader. To break the traceability of a component in the supply chain, the attacker can remove one or more entries from the RFID memory to eliminate the trace for few distributors. For example, an adversary ($D_4$) removes the 4th entry (i.e., public key and signature from the $D_3$ of the RFID tag memory, and then sells the chip to $D_5$. Figure 7 shows an example of removing attack, where the row highlighted in red was removed by the distributor $D_4$. Note that $M$ and $D_i$ represents the manufacturer, and $i$th distributor, respectively.
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Figure 7: Tampering with the RFID content to modify trace.

This attack can be detected by a distributor (in this example, distributor $D_5$) or the system integrator ($SI$) while they perform the signature verification. When doing authentication described in Section III, the first two verifications for the manufacturer ($M$) and distributor ($D_1$) will be passed. However, the third verification will fail as there will be a mismatch of the computed hash value $H_2$ and recovered value $H_2^*$ from the signature because of the involvement with different public keys. The authentication can be performed as follows:

- $D_5$ reads the entire memory, constructs data for each stages, and then compute the hashes.
- $d_M = \{d\}, H_M = \text{hash}(d_M||K^+_{D_1})$
- $d_{D_1} = \{H_M||Sig_M\}, H_{D_1} = \text{hash}(d_{D_1}||K^+_{D_2})$
- $d_{D_2} = \{H_{D_1}||Sig_{D_1}\}, H_{D_2} = \text{hash}(d_{D_2}||K^+_{D_4})$
- It recovers the hashes from the signatures.

$H^*_M = K^+_{M}(Sig_M); H^*_{D_1} = K^+_{D_1}(Sig_{D_1})$
$H^*_{D_2} = K^+_{D_2}(Sig_{D_2})$

- Finally, it performs signature verification.
$\text{ver}(H_M, H^*_M) = \text{pass}; \text{ver}(H_{D_1}, H^*_1) = \text{pass}$
$\text{ver}(H_{D_2}, H^*_2) = \text{fail},$ as
$H^*_{D_2} = \text{hash}(H_{D_1}||Sig_{D_1}||K^+_{D_2})$ where the $\text{ver()}$ function can be described as follows:
$\text{ver}(x_1, x_2) = \begin{cases} \text{pass} & \text{if } x_1 = x_2; \\ \text{fail} & \text{otherwise}; \end{cases}$

2) Impersonation of a Distributor: In this attack, an untrusted distributor ($D_j$) try to sneak into stage $(i + 1)^{th}$ distribution stage using the identity of a trusted distributor ($D_{i+1}$). However, this attack is infeasible as the entries of the RFID memory is protected by the digital signature. It is infeasible for $D_j$ to create a signature of $D_{i+1}$. As a result, $D_j$ cannot pass the chip to $D_{i+2}$ as the signature verification will fail. In addition, we do not see any motivation for $D_j$ to sneak into the supply chain. However, it can perform tampering with an authentic chip received from $D_i$ and send to $D_{i+1}$, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

3) Dictionary Attack: In this attack scenario, a recycler (untrusted distributor) constructs a dictionary of RO frequencies from many new chips. Each entry of the dictionary consists of the data ($d$), manufacturer’s public key ($K^+_{M}$), and its signature ($Sig_M$) from new chips. After recycling an old chip, the adversary measures the frequency of that RO. If a match (or close enough) is found in the dictionary, he/she can update the RFID content with the respective content from the dictionary. Note that the RO frequencies of the new chips vary significantly (generally Gaussian in nature [19]) due to process variation. It can be possible that two RO frequencies of new and recycled chips are of the same value. Thus, it seems that a recycler can impersonate an old chip with a new one. However, one can easily detect this attack by verifying the signature ($Sig_M$). The verification process can be performed as follows:

- Read $ECID^*$ value, and RFID contents from the chip.
- First Authentication: This fails if $ECID$, which is present in the data ($d$) from the RFID, does not match with $ECID^*$ of the chip. This authentication can only be performed by the $SI$ as it is necessary to power up the chip to read $ECID^*$.
- Second Authentication: If the First Authentication passes, a second authentication is necessary to verify the signature, which can be done as follows: (i) compute hash on data ($d$), $H_d = \text{hash}(d)$, (ii) recover the hash from the signature ($Sig_M$), $H^*_d = K^+_{M}(Sig_M)$, and (iii) verify both these hashes using $\text{ver}(H_d, H^*_d)$ function (see Equation 14).

Note that this second authentication can be performed by any entity in the supply chain.
4) Tampering the ring oscillator: For this attack scenario, an attacker tampers the physical structure of the RO of a counterfeit chip. An RO becomes faster if the number of inverter stages becomes smaller. An attacker can reduce the number of inverter stages using FIB circuit edit [42]. To perform this attack, the chip needs to be decapsulated and then perform the edit. After the modification, the chip needs to be repackaged again and remarked to its original specification. Note that this attack needs to be performed to every chip. As a result, the circuit edit, repackaging, and remarking may not be cost-effective to the counterfeiters. Hence, it is unlikely to be used in practice by an adversary.

5) Improper Registration: In this attack scenario, an untrusted entity at the production site can update the RFID content with a false oscillation count which is significantly less than the actual measured value. As a result, the oscillation frequency can still be found very close to the registration value, even though a chip has been used in the field for a long time. However, there will not be any financial motivation behind such an act from a foundry’s perspective as it will only help the counterfeiters. Moreover, we generally consider the foundry as trusted for IC recycling. Thus, manipulating the frequency value in the registration phase does not make any financial motivation to the foundries.

6) Key Breach: If a breach happens for distributor $D_j$, it is required to update its keys and put its new signature in forthcoming chips. However, the public key remains unchanged (old key) in the RFID memory of chips with previous signatures. Practically an adversary can put a signature at the $(j + 1)_{th}$ location on the RFID memory (first location is reserved for the manufacturer) with modifying next stage distributor ID, and thus, make the authentication fail for an authentic chip. At this point, the system integrator ($SI$) can contact distributor $D_j$ for more information regarding the key breach. It is then up to the $SI$ to decide the acceptance of this chip. If a breach happens, the distributor must report it to all the participating entities in the supply chain. Note that if the manufacturer’s database is breached, no authentication can be performed for chips with old keys as the RO frequency value can be updated in the RFID memory.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a robust and low-cost solution for detecting recycled ICs, which are reclaimed from old electronic systems. Our solution enables traceability by ensuring a chain of trust among the manufacturer, the distributors, and the system integrator. It utilizes a small passive RFID tag, which needs to be placed on the package of a chip. Any entity in the supply chain can verify the authenticity of a chip using a hand-held commercial RFID reader. It is not necessary for a distributor to power up a chip during the verification process. However, the final verification needs to be performed at the system integrator’s site and requires powering up the chip for RO frequency measurement. As an RFID tag can be placed in the package of a chip, our proposed solution can practically be applied to all the chips.
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